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Abstract 

In XXI century city system has become the social, cultural and economic basis of the world. There is 
observed the urbanization of world problems. Environmental destruction, deterioration of existing 
infrastructure and aggravation of ecological situation of environment are the ones that are important for the 
city. 

This difficulty is reflected in planning structure of the city and its purposeful development is one of the main 
problems of town planning. Improvement of city composition (social, functional, technical) always outruns the 
possible changes of its form (structure) and this creates a conflicting situation between them. Planning 
structure of the city should be comprehensively plastic and meet existent changes – that is, it should have 
capability for the redistribution of land resources. On the other hand, stability and durability of the structure 
should be maintained. The development of the city lies in logical structure. Structure should get adjusted to 
functions; functions, their assembly and scale should depend on structure without impairing its stability; 
stability of the structure is the stability of living condition to a certain extent.  

The history of Town Planning and Architecture is measured to hundred years. In initial periods when people 
built a dwelling, they tried to make it comfortable, light and nice. Town planning and architecture science took 
one of the major places in the development of Ancient Egyptian State, Roman Empire and other states, as 
well as in lifestyle of people.  

In order to express the functionality of framework the formation its methodological reference positions is on 
the agenda. Let's imagine that, top spot of residential framework are cities, but coordinating elements are 
nature, functional and technological contacts between the manufacturing or agricultural zones. In this regard, 
it is important to determine the limit distances of elements and structural parts of framework for determination 
distances between the cities. 
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